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REALISED USING PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC DEVICES
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BLD/Electronics Group, Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre,

Indian Space Research Organisation  

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the development of a Reed-Solomon (RS) Encoder-Decoder
which implements the RS segment of the telemetry channel coding scheme
recommended by the Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS)[1].
The Euclidean algorithm has been chosen for the decoder implementation, the
hardware realization taking a systolic array approach. The fully pipelined decoder runs
on a single clock and the operating speed is limited only by the Galois Field (GF)
multiplier's delay. The circuit has been synthesised from VHDL descriptions and the
hardware is being realised using programmable logic chips. This circuit was simulated
for functional operation and found to perform correction of error patterns exactly as
predicted by theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The channel coding scheme recommended by CCSDS is a concatenation of a
(255,223) RS code with a (7,½) convolutional code that envisages a coding gain of
approximately 7db for a bit-error-rate (BER) of 10  in the telemetry channel. Burst-5

error correction is performed by the RS code. The RS decoding process involves a
large number of finite field operations for each received code block. Hence, to achieve
high bit rates, it is necessary to map the decoding algorithm onto dedicated hardware.

For realizing the (255,223) RS decoder circuit, the gate count will be around 70,000
gates. With the advent of high density reprogrammable logic chips such as the 12,000
gate FLEX series chips from ALTERA, it has become possible to realise such high
density circuits without incurring the high non-recurrent engineering (NRE) cost of



custom solutions. Also, design entry in languages like VHDL has enabled description
of the hardware in a technology independent manner and optimised synthesis. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CODE

The CCSDS recommended RS code has the following parameters:
No of bits in a symbol(m) : 8
No of symbols in a block(n) : 255
No of information symbols in a block(k) : 223
No of redundant symbols per block(n-k) : 32
Maximum correctable errors per block(t) : 16
Minimum distance between codewords(d) : 33

These parameters are interrelated as follows:
n = 2 -1, n-k = 2t, d = 2t+1m

The relevant Galois Field(GF) is GF(2 ), and the primitive equation F(x) is given8

below

F(x)= x  + x  + x  + x + 18 7 2

The generator polynomial g(x) chosen for this code is

g(x)=(x+" )(x+" )(x+" )(x+" )....(x+" )(x+" )1 2 3 4 31 32

where " is the primitive element of GF(2 ) corresponding to the primitive polynomial8

F(x) given above.

The encoded codeword is systematic and will have 223 information symbols followed
by 32 redundant symbols. This 255-element set of 8-bit symbols constituting a
codeword is usually treated as a polynomial with coefficients over GF(2 ). Thus the8

254-degree polynomial C(x) corresponding to a codeword will have the form 

C(x) =c x  + c x  + ... + c x  + c x + c254 253 2 1 0
254 253 2

This codeword polynomial has the property that it will be a multiple of the generator
polynomial ie; it will have the GF(2 ) elements " ," ," ,...," ," ,"  as roots. All8 32 31 30 3 2 1

multiplication and addition operations are as defined in the finite field GF(2 ).8

The decoding procedure is capable of correcting continuous bursts of errors upto 16
bytes, and capable of detecting all errors up to 32 bytes in a block of 255 bytes and
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signal the block as invalid. Since the decoding procedure handles data in terms of
bytes, a 8-bit error in a byte is equivalent to an error of a lesser no of bits in the byte,
ie; the number of bits in error in a byte is insignificant as far as error detection and
correction is concerned.

3. ENCODING

The encoding operation involves appending 2t symbols of redundant data to every n-2t
symbols of information, thus constructing codewords of length n symbols each. The n-
2t degree information polynomial I(x) corresponding to the information symbols is
first multiplied with x  (which increases its degree to n-1). Then it is divided by the2t

generator polynomial g(x). The remainder of this division, which will be a polynomial
of degree 2t (or less) is appended to I(x)x , thus forming the n-1 degree codeword2t

polynomial which is a multiple of g(x). Mathematically codeword polynomial C(x) is
obtained as

C(x) = I(x)*x  + (I(x)*x )mod g(x)2t 2t

This division and remainder appending operation can be implemented in hardware
using well-known Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) circuits.

4. DECODING

Decoding is a complex process compared to encoding. The decoding sequence is
described here.

The input to the decoder is the received polynomial r(x) defined as 

r(x) = r x  + r x  + ... + r x + rn-1 n-2 1 0
n-1 n-2

where r  (i=n-1,..,1,0) are the symbols in the received codewordi

First, from the received symbols calculate the syndrome polynomial (synp). 
The syndrome polynomial synp(x) is defined as

Next, form the error locator polynomial (elp) and error value polynomial (evp) from
the synp. The elp is a polynomial whose roots correspond to the error locations. The
evp aids in calculation of the error values at locations pointed to by the elp. In this
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implementation, it is done using the Euclidean algorithm. The error locator
polynomial elp(x) is defined as

Here e=1,2,...,v are the error locations. This means that if errors have occurred at
locations i ,i  ,..,i , then the elp is a polynomial with roots at1 2 v

The error value polynomial evp(x) is now defined in terms of synp(x) and elp (x) and
is given by 

This equation has been termed as the 'key equation' [2], whose solution for error
locator polynomial and error value polynomial, given S(x) and the value of t, is the
core of the decoding problem. The decoding problem can thus be restated as how to
find the elp and evp given S(x) and the value of t.

The extended Euclidean algorithm, as applied to polynomials, is an iterative procedure
for constructing the Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) of two polynomials. It also
constructs two new polynomials, which when multiplied by the two initial
polynomials and added, gives their GCD. However, the algorithm, as applied to RS
decoding, is not used for evaluating the GCD, but it merely follows the procedure till a
certain stopping condition is met. The algorithm as relevant to the problem of RS
decoding can be stated as follows. 

Initial conditions:
Let A(x),B(x) be two polynomials such that 
deg A(x) $ deg B(x).
Let 
A (x) = A(x); B (x) = B(x); 0 0

L (x) = 1; R (x) = 0; M (x) = 0; S (x) = 1;0 0 0 0

i = 0;
Then the following equations hold :

L (x)A(x) + R (x)B(x) = A (x) i i i

M (x)A(x) + S (x)B(x) = B (x) i i i
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While (deg (B(x) > t))
 begin:
 k = deg A (x) -  B (x);i i

 A (x) = bA (x) - ax B (x); i+1 i i
k

 L (x) = bL (x) - ax M (x); i+1 i i
k

 R (x) = bR (x) - ax S (x);  i+1 i i
k

 if deg A (x) < deg B (x) theni+1 i+1

begin:
swap (A (x),B (x));i+1 i+1

  swap (L (x),M (x));i+1 i+1

swap (R (x),S (x)); i+1 i+1

end;
 i = i + 1;
 end;

Setting the initial conditions:

A (x) = x ; B (x) = synp(x); 0 0
2t

will give the following results on termination:

elp(x) = B (x); evp(x) = S (x);I I

where I is the value of i on termination. Since the polynomials L(x) and M(x) are
irrelevant as far as RS decoding is concerned, they are not evaluated. Proof for the
applicability of the algorithm to the decoding problem and for the uniqueness of the
solution if (v # t) can be found in [3].

The next step is to find the roots of the elp which gives the locations of the errors in
the code block. This is done by the Chien search method. This is to evaluate the elp
for all values of the GF elements ie; find elp(x) for x = "  for i = n-1,...,0i

Having obtained the error locations, calculate the error values using the Forney
algorithm. This gives values of the errors at locations indicated by the roots of the elp

Here e=1,2,...,v are the error locations ie; the elp has roots at  



Here, elpd is the derivative of the elp
The derivative of a polynomial is defined as follows

if p(x) is
p(x) = p x  + p x  + ... + p x + pn n-1 1 0

n n-1

then the derivative pd(x) of p(x) is given by

pd(x) = p x  + p x  + ... + p   for n oddn n-2 1
n-1 n-3

pd(x) = p x  + p x  + ... + p   for n evenn-1 n-3 1
n-2 n-4

To determine whether the number of errors are within the correction capacity of the
code, the number of roots of the elp, are counted and compared with the degree of the
elp. If they are not equal, it indicates that more than t errors have occurred [4] and the
calculated error values are not added to the delayed data with error overflow indicated.
Otherwise the error values are added to the received values to get the corrected data.
 It is seen that steps other than solving the 'key equation' are polynomial evaluations,
which are not complicated procedures. Formation of the error locator polynomial, is
the most complex operation of the process. Application of the Euclid Greatest
Common Divisor (GCD) algorithm to this problem was suggested in [5], systolic
architectures for implementing it have been proposed in [6] [7] and refinements to
these have been done in [8]. This paper describes the implementation of the scheme
suggested in [8] with modifications.

5. DECODER HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Using Horner's rule the evaluation of the j-th syndrome can be re-written as

synp  = (...(((r "  + r )"  + r )"  + r )"  ... + r )"  + r        j n-1 n-2 n-3 n-4 1 0
j j j j j

This can be done using a systolic array of 2t cells, each multiplying the input
coefficient with "  and adding the result with the next coefficient. At the end of nj

clock cycles, the output of the j-th cell will be a syndrome corresponding to " . Aj

block diagram of this circuit for a (15,9) RS decoder is given in figure (1)
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figure (1) Syndrome Generator

The systolic array implementing the modified version of this basic Euclidian
algorithm [8] operates on the input polynomials in coefficient-by-coeffecient manner
rather than on the polynomial as a whole. An array of 2t similar cells, followed by an
end-cell that properly aligns the output polynomials, is required, with each cell in the
array reducing the degree of either A(x) or B(x) by at least 1. The arrival of a new set
of polynomials for computation is
signalled by the 'start' signal, upon
which the leading (highest-degree)
coefficients of A(x) and B(x)
which accompanies 'start' are
latched into the cell. These values
are later used to multiply the lower
degree coefficients that follow.
Depending upon the value of the
leading coefficients, and other
variables the cell sets itself into
advance, adjust, reduce-delay or
reduce-swap-advance states. The
processing of the coefficients that
arrive at the cell inputs as well as
increment/decrement of global
variables 'Bshift' and 'decwin' [8]
are decided depending on the state. (Bshift tracks the degree shift of the B,R and S
polynomials and decwin indicates how near the Bpoly is to being reduced to the
required degree) This array was synthesised from a VHDL description.

According to the method adopted in [8] the syndrome corresponding to "  goes first1

into the array. Then, if the output error locator polynomial has roots at x= " , itk

indicates that the errors in the codeword polynomial are at the locations given by
different values of k. We found that if the order of symbols input into the array is
inverted (ie; the syndrome corresponding to "  goes first into the array), roots at x= "2t k

in the output polynomial signify errors at the locations (n-k) mod 15 in the codeword
polynomial. The second method proves to be much easier for error value calculation,
which is the next step of the decoding process. This is because, in the first case, the
error value Y is given by
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whereas in the second case it is 

which is simpler, and hence easier to implement in hardware. It was also noted that in
[8] the variable decwin reduces to zero after passing through the 2t cells. This fact has
been used to simplify the operations of the end-cell. 

It is to be noted that the array's output polynomials values are not monic. As the
scaling factor is the same for the elp as well as the evp, this does not alter further
results in any fashion. 

For calculating the error values, yet another systolic array is implemented. Here,
evaluation of the roots of the elp as well as error value calculation are done
simultaneously. The roots are calculated by evaluating the elp for all possible values.
Simultaneously the evaluation of elpd and evp is done at these values, followed by
their division, for finding the error value. These operations are carried out for all
values of GF elements. The result of the division is gated on detection of zero in the
elp calculation. The whole block is fed by a GF element generator which, on every
clock, puts out the GF elements sequentially, using which the various polynomials are
evaluated. The systolic array used here is similar to that used for syndrome evaluation,
save the difference that, for syndrome evaluation, the coefficients of the polynomial to
be evaluated were pulsed through the array, with the variable values "held" in their
positions in the array, whereas here, various values of the variable of the polynomial
to be evaluated are pulsed through the array, while the polynomial coefficients are
"held" in their positions in the array.

The error over flow check circuit is implemented as an up-down counter. At the
beginning of each error evaluation cycle, the counter is loaded with the degree of the
elp and for each evaluation of the elp to zero, it is decremented. Hence, if there is no
error overflow this counter should read zero. If not, the error values are not added to
the delayed data, and an error overflow output line is activated.

During all these operations, to maintain uninterrupted data flow through the circuit,
the data is to be delayed using an external FIFO (as implementing it in the EPLD is
very inefficient) with depth equal to the delay it takes for all the operations (syndrome
evaluation, elp evaluation and error value evaluation) put together. This data stream
"shadowing" the operations is finally added to the correction sequence if error
overflow is inactive. Else, this addition is not done, and the data is pumped out of the
array unchanged ie; as received.



6. CIRCUITS FOR GALOIS FIELD OPERATIONS

Circuits for addition and multiplication of GF elements are the major components of
the circuits for encoding and decoding. Addition and subtraction are identical as each
element is its own additive inverse. Addition, in digital terms, is easily achieved by a
bit-by-bit XOR of the two elements. Thus an addition circuit, for GF(2 ), is simply mm

independent XOR gates. Multiplication of two GF(2 ) elements is much morem

complicated. and the implementation here implemented follows [9]. VHDL code
implementing this algorithm is given below. The synthesised circuit has a delay of 4
levels of gates.

-- VHDL code for circuit that implements GF(2^4) multiply-and-add 
-- multiplication implemented using the Truong-Yeh algorithm 
..................
ARCHITECTURE TruongYeh of mac IS
VARIABLE temp_prdt : bit_vector(3 DOWNTO 0);
VARIABLE save_prdt : bit_vector(3 DOWNTO 0);
VARIABLE temp_sum  : bit_vector(3 DOWNTO 0);
BEGIN
temp_sum:=ain;
temp_prdt:=min0;
FOR i IN 0 TO 3 LOOP

FOR j IN 3 DOWNTO 0 LOOP 
save_prdt(j) := temp_prdt(j) AND min1(i); 
END LOOP;
temp_prdt := temp_prdt(2) & temp_prdt(1) & (temp_prdt(3) XOR 

temp_prdt(0)) & emp_prdt(3);
temp_sum := save_prdt XOR temp_sum;

END LOOP; 
..........
END TruongYeh;

7. CONCLUSION

Circuits for a (15,9) RS encoder and decoder implementing the methods mentioned
above were developed. The encoder gate count is nearly 1000 gates. The decoder
corrects errors as well as signals the presence of errors beyond its correction capacity
as required by theory. The decoder has a pipeline delay of 36 clocks and the gate
count is approximately 10,000 gates. VHDL descriptions targeted to Altera's FLEX
series programmable logic were used for this development. The design is currently
being enhanced to implement the (255,223) RS encoder-decoder.
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